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MUSTARD SAUCE

Innovating by
RØDVIN

À LA CAROLINA SOUTH
Varenr. 91 137 992

RE...Thinking food

Varenr. 91 135 993

1 kar. á 240 ps.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

(1 ps. = 50 g)

KRÄUTERBUTTER

Varenr. 91 135 985

Varenr. 91 135 984

spand 5,000 kg

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

Innovating &
by HVIDLØG
GYROS

RE...Thinking food

spand 5,000 kg

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

Etiket: 93 320 679

Etiket: 93 320 677

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Etiket: 93 320 678

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

spand 5,000 kg

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways
Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
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Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
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[ www.solina-group.com ]
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Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

IFFA | Messe Frankfurt | 7-12.5.2016 | Halle 4.0 – Stand E05

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

ZIGEUNER
Varenr. 91 135 938

11. Catering
spand 5,000 kg

INGEFÆR
Innovating by & KOKOS

PAPAYA
& CITRON
Innovating
Innovating by
by

Innovating by
MANGO
Innovating by
RE...Thinking food

Varenr. 91 135 348

Varenr. 91 135 347

Varenr. 91 135 346

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking food
food

spand 5,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 675

Etiket: 93 320 783

To be completed...
RE...Thinking food

Etiket: 93 320 782
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RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

Clear & Clean label
By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.
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S-GUARD RANGE

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD
S-GUARDRANGE
RANGE

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
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Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
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2. Print and sales support documentation
Solina creates solutions for
tomorrow’s food

2. Print and sales support documentation

YIELDEX RANGE

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]
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10. Assembling / dismantling
[[www.solina-group.com
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Shelf-life improvement solution!
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High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

2. Print and sales support documentation

> Brochures
available on show ( according to growth drivers )
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers >) Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
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[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

Clear & Clean label

RE...Thinking food

Clear & Clean label
Clear
& Clean label
By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and fu
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profi
itself as a true innovator.

Etiket: 93 320 781

RE...Thinking food
RE...Thinking food

Clear
Clear &
& Clean
Clean label
label

Our solutions

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
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A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

spand 5,000 kg

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
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> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

Innovating

RE...Thinking foo

RE...Thinking food

spand 5,000 kg

Solina group continues to innovate on clean labe
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the developm
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yie
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

[ www.solina-group.com ]
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

ÆBLE & BACON
11. Catering
Varenr. 91 135 344

spand 5,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 779

To be completed...

2

ARTISKOK & HVIDLØG
11. Catering
Varenr. 91 135 167

spand 5,000 kg

WHISKY

Varenr. 91 135 162

11. Catering

spand 5,000 kg

CHIMICHURRI RØD

Varenr. 91 135 158

spand 4,000 kg

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will
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Etiket: 93 320 732

To be completed...

Etiket: 93 320 162To be completed...

Etiket: 93 320 687
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> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.
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RE...Thinkingfood
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[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]
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sparency of the label Solina is taking
ext level.

& clean label’ solutions!

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.
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By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.
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Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

[ Shelf-life improvement,
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S-GUARD RANGE
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YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!
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Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
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High functional clean label yield improvement!
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Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example
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Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
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tomorrow’s food
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Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
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sales support documentation

CLASSIC

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
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10. Assembling / dismantling
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and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
Innovating by
LØVSTIKKE
& 11.
PORRE
Catering
RE...Thinking food

ng

Innovating by
HVIDLØG
& ROSMARIN
RE...Thinking food

Varenr.
91Van
135Speybroeck
133 Frans( spand
5,000
kg
Varenr.
135
123
5,000 kg
Solina Netherlands ) and
Norbert
Bon
Solina
( Solina
Belgium
Netherlands
) will be the
) and
chefs
Norbert
and91
will
Van
take
Speybroeck
care
( spand
Solina Belgium
) will be the chefs and will take care

nking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
ffering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

ng part.

leted...

g food

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within

the food
industry, offering multiple
of the
catering
part.product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

Etiket: 93 320 667
To be completed...
RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

ean label

Etiket: 93 320 676

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

sparency of the label Solina is taking
ext level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

& clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

d understandable
n of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

ions

ment,
improvement]

-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

ent, low-cost in use
ment solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

& Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

tions and meat products are
age and discoloration.
ers are looking for less e-numbers
their own convenience by portion
offers producers an E-NUMBER
sure the best protection and
color according to current market
ments.

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

olina creates solutions for tomorrow’s
Solina creates
food solutions for tomorrow’s food

sales support documentation

available on show ( according to growth drivers )
give-aways

ARD’ solution range!

creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

mbling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
l appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

ng

PAPRIKA

OLYMP

Varenr. 91 135 118

Varenr. 91 135 112

spand 5,000 kg

spand 5,000 kg

Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
ng part.

leted...

Etiket: 93 320 654

Etiket: 93 320 626

FRENCH GARDEN

PURLØG & SESAM

Varenr. 91 135 111

Varenr. 91 135 110

spand 5,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 634

olina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

spand 4,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 633
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KØRVEL & RØDLØG

RAMSLØG
& TOMAT
Innovating by

GYROS
Innovating RØD
by

Varenr. 91 135 108

Varenr. 91 135 103

Varenr. 91 135 082

RE...Thinking food

spand 4,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 631

Etiket: 93 320 576

Etiket: 93 320 590

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!
Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

10. Assembling / dismantling

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

11. Catering
spand 5,000 kg

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

HVIDLØG & OREGANO

PUSZTA

Varenr. 91 135 031

Varenr. 91 135 022

spand 5,000 kg

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
of the catering part.

Etiket: 93 320 588

To be completed...

spand 5,000 kg

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

Varenr. 91 135 071

Varenr. 91 135 081
Etiket: 93 320 589

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

MEXICO

RHODOS
spand 5,000 kg

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking food

spand 4,000 kg

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

Etiket: 93 320 215

Etiket: 93 320 209

ORANGE
spand 4,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 021

spand 5,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 208
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Innovating by

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking food

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

WÜRZ-OEL POPULAR

TEXAS

Varenr. 91 135 020

Varenr. 91 135 016

spand 4,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 207

11. Catering
spand 5,000 kg

BOMBAY
Varenr. 91 135 013

KRYDDER
spand 4,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 012

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
of the catering part.

Etiket: 93 320 205
To be completed...

Etiket: 93 320 202

spand 4,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 201

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

KRYDDERMARINADE

ØL & URTER

Varenr. 91 132 832

spand 5,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 719

VINEGAR SAUCE

À LA CAROLINA NORTH
Etiket: 93 320 268

4

PESTO RØD

Varenr. 91 111 284

Varenr. 91 135 210

Etiket: 93 320 743

NYHED

Varenr. 91 132 857

BRUCHETTA MIX

spand 5,000 kg

spand 2,500 kg

Etiket: 93 320 753

PESTO GRØN
spand 2,500 kg

Varenr. 91 135 078
Etiket: 93 320 233

spand 2,500 kg
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Innovating by

Innovating b

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking foo

GOURMET

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

NYHED

NYHED

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and fu
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profi
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Clear & Clean lab

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the developm
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yie
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

PORTVIN & KANTAREL

GIN & AGURK

Varenr. 91 135 369

Varenr. 91 135 368

spand 2,500 kg

BACON & BLUE
CHEESE
11. Catering
spand 2,500 kg

Varenr. 91 135 351

KANTARELLER

Varenr. 91 135 350
spand 2,500 kg
spand 2,500 kg
Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will t
of the catering part.

Etiket: 93 320 264

Etiket: 93 320 265

Etiket: 93 320 777To be completed...

Etiket: 93 320 776

NYHED

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

TRØFFEL & SORT PEBER

BLACK GARLIC
Varenr. 91 135 312
Etiket: 93 320 755

spand 2,500 kg

Varenr. 91 135 310
Etiket: 93 320 754

spand 2,500 kg

JIM BEAM®

BOURBON BBQ SAUCE
Varenr. 91 132 052
dunk á 2,1 l

TERIYAKI
Varenr. 91 132 054

spand 2,500 kg

Etiket: 93 320 273

5
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Innovating by

Innovating
Innovating by
by

RE...Thinking food

CHILI

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

>>Because
Becauseour
ourcreativity
creativityand
andour
ourexpertise
expertisehave
haveno
nobounderies
bounderieswe’re
we’retrying
tryingto
to
define
define‘innovation’
‘innovation’in
in another
another dimension.
dimension. Taking
Taking in
in mind
mind the
the current
current and
and future
future
market
marketrequirements,
requirements,trend
trendanalyses
analysesand
andmarket
marketsurveys,
surveys,Solina
SolinaGroup
Groupisisprofiling
profiling
itself
itselfas
asaatrue
trueinnovator.
innovator.

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinkingfood
food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and fu
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profi
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[[clear
clearlabel
label--natural
natural--veggie
veggie--healthy
healthy--convenience
convenience--savings
savings--pleasure
pleasure]]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear
Clear && Clean
Clean label
label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By
Byfocusing
focusingon
ontransparency
transparencyof
ofthe
thelabel
labelSolina
Solinaisistaking
taking
clear
clearlabel
labelto
tothe
thenext
nextlevel.
level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking‘clear
‘clear&&clean
cleanlabel’
label’solutions!
solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

AAclean
cleanand
andunderstandable
understandable
declaration
declarationof
offood...
food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

S-GUARD
S-GUARDRANGE
RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

S-GUARD RANGE

Mock-up
Mock-up Clear
Clear && Clean
Clean label
label -- example
example

Solina
Solinagroup
groupcontinues
continuesto
toinnovate
innovateon
onclean
cleanlabel
label
alternatives
alternativesfor
forfood
foodadditives.
additives.Juiciness
Juicinessand
andtaste
taste
are
areimportant
importantcharacteristics
characteristicswithin
withinthe
thedevelopment
development
of
ofmeat
meatpreparations
preparationsand
andproducts.
products.Solina
Solinagroup
group
offers
offersan
aninnovative
innovativesolution
solutionto
toensure
ensureoptimal
optimalyield,
yield,
tenderness,
tenderness,texture
textureand
andexcellent
excellenttaste!
taste!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover
Discoverour
our‘YIELDEX’
‘YIELDEX’solution
solutionrange!
range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation

IFFA 2016 - Solina Group - Solinsights
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers >) Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
Discover
Discoverour
our‘S-GUARD’
‘S-GUARD’solution
solutionrange!
range!
> Goodies & give-aways
> Goodies & give-aways
Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina
Solina creates
creates solutions
solutions for
for tomorrow’s
tomorrow’s food
food

10. Assembling / dismantling

Styrke 1/5

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[[www.solina-group.com
www.solina-group.com]]

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the developm
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yie
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh
Freshmeat
meatpreparations
preparationsand
andmeat
meatproducts
productsare
are
susceptible
susceptibleto
tospoilage
spoilageand
anddiscoloration.
discoloration.
Nowadays
Nowadaysconsumers
consumersare
arelooking
lookingfor
forless
lesse-numbers
e-numbers
and
andan
anincrease
increaseof
oftheir
theirown
ownconvenience
convenienceby
byportion
portion
packs.
packs.Solina
Solinagroup
groupoffers
offersproducers
producersan
anE-NUMBER
E-NUMBER
free
freesolution
solutionto
toensure
ensurethe
thebest
bestprotection
protectionand
and
stability
stabilityof
ofdesired
desiredcolor
coloraccording
accordingto
tocurrent
currentmarket
market
packaging
packagingrequirements.
requirements.

2. Print and sales support documentation

[ www.solina-group.com ]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High
Highfunctional
functionalclean
cleanlabel
labelyield
yieldimprovement!
improvement!

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Clear & Clean lab

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX
YIELDEXRANGE
RANGE

AAnew
newhighly
highlyefficient,
efficient,low-cost
low-costin
inuse
use
Shelf-life
Shelf-lifeimprovement
improvementsolution!
solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our
Our solutions
solutions

[[Shelf-life
Shelf-lifeimprovement,
improvement,
color
colorstability,
stability,yield
yieldimprovement]
improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!
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RE...Thinking foo

>>With
Withthe
the‘RE...Thinking
‘RE...Thinkingfood’
food’concept
conceptwe
wewant
wantto
toexpress
expressour
ourphilosophy
philosophyand
andour
ourbusiness
businessinsights
insightson
onthe
thefood
food
industry
industryas
ashow
howwe
wesee
seeitittoday.
today.Solina
SolinaGroup
Groupisisan
aninternational
internationalorganization
organizationwith
withlimitless
limitlesspossibilities
possibilitieswithin
within
the
thefood
foodindustry,
industry,offering
offeringmultiple
multipleproduct
productranges
rangesand
andcustom
custommade
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> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.
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RE...Thinking
RE...Thinking food
food

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
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Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
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Innovating
Innovating by
by

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking
RE...Thinkingfood
food
> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

king food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
fering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
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> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food
RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.
itself as a true innovator.

HONNING
& CHIPOTLE
CHILI
Innovating by
11. Catering

11. Catering

RE...Thinking food

Varenr. 91 135 345

RE...Thinking food

Clear
Clear&&Clean
Cleanlabel
label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!
RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
A clean and understandable
declaration of food...
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

GUARD RANGE

ent, low-cost in use
ment solution!

[ Shelf-life improvement,
[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE
S-GUARD RANGE

& Clean label - example

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Mock-up
Mock-upClear
Clear&&Clean
Cleanlabel
label--example
example
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
packaging requirements.

sales support documentation

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

High functional clean label yield improvement!
High functional clean label yield improvement!

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

tions and meat products are
age and discoloration.
rs are looking for less e-numbers
heir own convenience by portion
offers producers an E-NUMBER
ure the best protection and
olor according to current market
ments.

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s
Solina creates
food solutions for tomorrow’s food

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina
Solina creates
creates solutions
solutions for
for tomorrow’s
tomorrow’s food
food
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Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ [www.solina-group.com
www.solina-group.com] ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Styrke 1/5

and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

ng

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

available on show ( according to growth drivers )> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
give-aways
> Goodies & give-aways
[ www.solina-group.com ]

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

ARD’ solution range!

creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Styrke 1/5

CHILI CHIPOTLE

LAKRIDS & CHILI

HYBEN & CHILI

Varenr. 91 135 313

Varenr. 91 135 139

Varenr. 91 135 107

11. Catering
spand 5,000 kg

spand 5,000 kg

Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck
Belgium
) will be the
chefs
and will
take
care
Frans( Solina
Bon ( Solina
Netherlands
) and
Norbert
Van
Speybroeck
( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
ng part.
of the catering part.

eted...

Etiket: 93 320 765

Etiket: 93 320 672

Etiket: 93 320 630

To be completed...

olina creates solutions for tomorrow’s
food solutions for tomorrow’s food
Solina creates
[ www.solina-group.com ]
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Etiket: 93 320 763

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

2. Print and sales support documentation

mbling / dismantling

To be completed...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

YIELDEX RANGE
YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

spand 5,000 kg

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear
Clear && Clean
Clean label
label

Our
Our solutions
solutions

YIELDEX RANGE

Varenr. 91 135 315

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

parency of the label Solina is taking
xt level.

ons

Etiket: 93 320 780

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling

To be completed...itself as a true innovator.

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]
[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

an label

ment,
improvement]

CHILI GHOST

Frans
( Solina
) and
Norbert
Van
Speybroeck
Frans( Bon
Solina
( Solina
Belgium
Netherlands
) will be the
) and
chefs
Norbert
and will
Van
take
Speybroeck
care
( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will t
> WithBon
the ‘RE...Thinking
food’ conceptNetherlands
we want to express our philosophy
and our business
insights on the
food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food
industry, offering multiple
product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
of the
catering
part.
of the catering part.

& clean label’ solutions!

d understandable
of food...

spand 5,000 kg

[ www.solina-group.com ]

[ www.solina-group.com ]
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CHILI & RØDVIN
spand 5,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 029
Etiket: 93 320 214

spand 5,000 kg

BBQ MARINADE & BASISOLIE
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Innovating by

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking food
> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

nking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.
> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

g food

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

ean label

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

sparency of the label Solina is taking
ext level.

NYHED

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

& clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

d understandable
n of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

ions

ment,
d improvement]

-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

& Clean label - example

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

YIELDEX RANGE

ent, low-cost in use
ment solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

ations and meat products are
lage and discoloration.
ers are looking for less e-numbers
their own convenience by portion
p offers producers an E-NUMBER
sure the best protection and
color according to current market
ments.

sales support documentation
available on show ( according to growth drivers )
give-aways

ARD’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

IFFA 2016 - Solina Group - So

Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

mbling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]
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[ www.solina-group.com ]

and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
l appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

ng

BBQ RIBS
Varenr. 91 135 942

AMERICAN BBQ
spand 5,000 kg

Varenr. 91 135 014

Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will take care
ng part.

leted...

NYHED

Etiket: 93 320 750

spand 5,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 204

SPARKLING CENTRAL

SWEET KENTUCKY

Varenr. 91 132 861

Varenr. 91 132 860

TEXAS STYLE BBQ

Innovating by
WHISKY
SAUCE
RE...Thinking food

spand 5,000 kg

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

Etiket: 93 320 267

Innovating

Etiket: 93 320 271

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking fo

spand 5,000 kg

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the foo
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying t
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is pr
itself as a true innovator.

RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

S-GUARD RANGE

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

S-GUARD RANGE

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

YIELDEX RANGE

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

High functional clean label yield improvement!
Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Clear & Clean la

Our solutions

High functional clean label yield improvemen

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

olina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

2. Print and sales support documentation
> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways

[ www.solina-group.com ]

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

DANMARKS BEDSTE

BBQ SAUCE 2015
Varenr. 91 132 044
Etiket: 93 320 756

spand 2,500 kg

Etiket: 93 320 231

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

Assembling and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
All electrical appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

MESQUITE
Varenr. 91 132 028

Solina group continues to innovate on clean lab
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and tas
are important characteristics within the develop
of meat preparations and products. Solina grou
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal y
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

spand 5,000 kg

BBQ ORIGINAL

BASISOLIE

Varenr. 91 132 027

Varenr. 91 129 042

11. Catering
spand 5,000 kg

dunk 4,000 kg

Frans Bon ( Solina Netherlands ) and Norbert Van Speybroeck ( Solina Belgium ) will be the chefs and will
of the catering part.

Etiket: 93 320 203

To be completed...
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PYNTE- & GRILLKRYDDERI
NYHED

MEXICO MIX K&S
Varenr. 91 124 063

6 x pose 1,000 kg

KANSAS CITY

AMAZING RIB RUB

HVIDLØG & ROSMARIN

Varenr. 91 111 195

Varenr. 91 111 830

spand 3,000 kg

NYHED

ORIGINAL

TEXAS BBQ

Varenr. 91 111 191

Varenr. 91 111 190

Etiket: 93 320 269

HABANERO RUB

MADRID

Varenr. 91 111 170

Varenr. 91 111 154

Etiket: 93 320 762

KØKKENHAVENS

KRYDDERIBLANDING
Varenr. 91 111 828

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 791

ALSACIENNE
spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 714

Varenr. 91 111 174

BASQUAISE
spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 760

Etiket: 93 320 272

spand 3,000 kg

NYHED

NYHED

KENTUCKY BBQ
spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 792

Etiket: 93 320 266

ALLROUND

NYHED

Spand 2,000 kg

Varenr. 91 111 172
Etiket: 93 320 758

SWEET BARBECUE

BRASILIANSK

Varenr. 91 111 144

Varenr. 91 111 142

Etiket: 93 320 690

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 688

TOMAT-TIMIAN-HVIDLØG RUB
Varenr. 91 111 130
Etiket: 93 320 128

8

spand 3,000 kg

PYNTE- & GRILLKRYDDERI

CHILI & KEBAB RUB

LØG & CHILI

Varenr. 91 111 129

Varenr. 91 111 089

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 662

Etiket: 93 320 628

PUSSTA KRYDDERI
Varenr. 91 111 068

spand 3,000 kg

spand 2,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 108

GRILLKRYDD. M/ANTISAFT.

Varenr. 91 111 076

Varenr. 91 111 074

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 110

GYROS KRYDDERI
Varenr. 91 111 063
Varenr. 91 111 064

HVIDLØG-PEBER MIX

spand 1,000 kg
spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 107

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 109

MEXICO KRYDDERI

ORIENTALSK KRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 111 061

Varenr. 91 111 060

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 104

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 106

ALLROUND KRYDDERI

GRÆSK KRYDDERI GROV

MEXICO KRYDDERI GROV

HAWAII KRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 111 055

Varenr. 91 111 054

Varenr. 91 111 053

Varenr. 91 111 052

Etiket: 93 320 635

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 752

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 104

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 117

9

PYNTE- & GRILLKRYDDERI

4 PEBER KRYDDERI

GRILLKRYDDERI RØD

PULLED PORK KRYDDERI

MIXED GRILLKRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 111 051

Varenr. 91 111 049

Varenr. 91 111 021

Varenr. 91 111 017

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 102

Etiket: 93 320 715

CITRONPEBER
Varenr. 91 110 837
Etiket: 93 320 684

10

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 711

pose 1,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 126

SALT & PEBER MIX

PORCHETTA KRYDDERI

PORTERHOUSE KRYDDERI

Varenr. 91 110 760

Varenr. 91 110 754

Varenr. 91 110 055

Etiket: 93 320 712

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 681

spand 3,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 649

pose 1,000 kg

PANERINGER

KRYDDERPANADE VARIO

FLÆSKESVÆRSPANERING

Varenr. 91 128 808

Varenr. 91 128 138

spand 3,000 kg

spand 1,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 680

Etiket: 93 320 770

FLÆSKESVÆRSPANERING

MANDEL/PAPRIKA RASP

Varenr. 91 128 137

Varenr. 91 128 081

PAPRIKA & CHILI

spand 1,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 769

PANERING

NØDDE/KARRY RASP

spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 128 080

Etiket: 93 320 405

MEXICANSK CORNFLAKES

spand 3,000 kg

Varenr. 91 128 077

Etiket: 93 320 404

spand 2,000 kg

Etiket: 93 320 401

IFFA 2016 - Solina Group - Solinsights
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Innovating by

Innovating by

RE...Thinking food

RE...Thinking food

PANERING

KRYDDERRASP

M/RØGET MANDEL & PURLØG
Varenr. 91 128 033

U/TILSAT GLUTEN
Varenr. 91 128 032
spand
kg
Varenr.
spand food’
3,000
kG
concept
we want to express
our philosophy
business insightsspand
on the food3,000 kg
> Because our creativity
and 3,000
our expertise
have no bounderies
we’re trying91
to 111 167> With the ‘RE...Thinking
Varenr.
91and
111our165

spand 2,000 kg

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

g food

define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

Etiket: 93 320 408

Etiket:
93 320 406
RE...Thinking food

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

RE...Thinking food

Clear & Clean label

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

Clear & Clean label

-GUARD RANGE

Alle vores produkter
under mærket
Clear & Clean label
er uden tilsat:

Our solutions

YIELDEX RANGE

& Clean label - example

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

S-GUARD RANGE

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

∙ Aroma
sales support documentation
∙ Gær-ekstrakt

available on show ( according to growth drivers )
∙ HVP
give-aways

ARD’ solution range!

By focusing on tran
clear label to the n

RE...Thinking ‘clear & clean label’ solutions!

RE...Thinking ‘clea

A clean an
declaratio

Clear & Clean label

Clear & Clean label

Our solutions

YIELDEX RANGE

Solina group continues to innovate on clean label
alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

S-GUARD RANGE
A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!
Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers
and an increase of their own convenience by portion
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER
free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!

creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

mbling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

and dismantling is entirely up to our partner ‘Bulik’.
l appliances will be available and installed by Bulik.

Our solut

Er uden tilsat:
∙ Allergener
YIELDEX RANGE
∙ Aroma
∙ Gær-ekstrakt
High functional clean label yield improvement!
∙ HVP
Solina group continues to innovate on clean label

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

High functional clean label yield improvement!

A new highly efficient, low-cost in use
Shelf-life improvement solution!

∙ Allergener

Clear & Cle

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

A clean and understandable
declaration of food...

[ Shelf-life improvement,
color stability, yield improvement]

High functional clean label yield improvement!

ent, low-cost in use
ment solution!

RE...Thinkin

NYHED

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

NY ETIKET TIL ALLE SOLIN
AS
CLEAR & CLEA
PROlabel
ClearN
& Clean
DUKTER!

& clean label’ solutions!

ations and meat products are
lage and discoloration.
ers are looking for less e-numbers
their own convenience by portion
p offers producers an E-NUMBER
sure the best protection and
color according to current market
ments.

> Because our creativity and our expertise have no bounderies we’re trying to
define ‘innovation’ in another dimension. Taking in mind the current and future
market requirements, trend analyses and market surveys, Solina Group is profiling
itself as a true innovator.

By focusing on transparency of the label Solina is taking
clear label to the next level.

d understandable
n of food...

ment,
d improvement]

Etiket: 93 320 741

Etiket: 93 320 739

Clear & Clean label

sparency of the label Solina is taking
ext level.

> With the ‘RE...Thi
industry as how w
the food industry,

industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

[ clear label - natural - veggie - healthy - convenience - savings - pleasure ]

ean label

ions

Innovating by

CRISPY RE...Thinking
PAN
food

BATTERMIX

> With the ‘RE...Thinking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
industry as how we see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
the food industry, offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

nking food’ concept we want to express our philosophy and our business insights on the food
see it today. Solina Group is an international organization with limitless possibilities within
offering multiple product ranges and custom made solution concepts.

Mock-up Clear & Clean label - example

S

A new highly effic
Shelf-life improve

alternatives for food additives. Juiciness and taste
are important characteristics within the development
of meat preparations and products. Solina group
offers an innovative solution to ensure optimal yield,
tenderness, texture and excellent taste!

Mock-up Clear &

CLEAR & CLEAN LABEL
Discover our ‘YIELDEX’ solution range!

Fresh meat preparations and meat products are
susceptible to spoilage and discoloration.
Nowadays consumers are looking for less e-numbers

Varenr. 93 303 395

[ Shelf-life improve
color stability, yiel

rulle 250 stk.

and an increase
own convenience
by portion documentation
2. Print
andof their
sales
support
packs. Solina group offers producers an E-NUMBER

Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food
[ www.solina-group.com ]

free solution to ensure the best protection and
stability of desired color according to current market
packaging requirements.

> Brochures available on show ( according to growth drivers )
Discover our ‘S-GUARD’ solution range!
> Goodies & give-aways
Solina creates solutions for tomorrow’s food

10. Assembling / dismantling
[ www.solina-group.com ]

11

Fresh meat prepar
susceptible to spo
Nowadays consum
and an increase of
packs. Solina grou
free solution to en
stability of desired
packaging require

Discover our ‘S-GU

Solina

KONTAKTPERSONER
SALGSCHEF

SALG - DANMARK

SALG - JYLLAND

Peter Albrecht

Lisbet Larsen

Søren Lund Hansen

Svend Bruzen

Salgschef Detail

Danmark

Midt-/Nordjylland

Vest-/Nordjylland

peter.albrecht@solina-group.dk

lisbet.larsen@solina-group.dk

soren.hansen@solina-group.dk

svend.bruzen@solina-group.dk

Tlf. 20 24 25 34

Tlf. 27 52 81 00

Tlf. 20 49 34 48

Tlf. 60 89 11 91

UDVIKLING

SALG - JYLLAND / FYN / SJÆLLAND

Jeanette Stoltenberg

Jesper Lerche Pedersen

Torben Raahauge

Kaj Hartkjær Johansen

Sønderjylland/Fyn

Sjælland/Fyn

Sjælland

Konceptudvikler

jeanette.stoltenberg@solina-group.dk

jesper.lerche@solina-group.dk

torben.raahauge@solina-group.dk

kaj.johansen@solina-group.dk

Tlf. 29 13 24 55

Tlf. 21 68 25 34

Tlf. 29 43 69 70

Tlf. 24 52 81 30

KUNDESERVICE

Birgitte M. Pedersen
retail@solina-group.dk

Anne Mette Kristensen
retail@solina-group.dk

KVALITET

MARKETING

Pia Kjær
retail@solina-group.dk

Alex Nielsen
order.industry@solina-group.dk

KUNDESERVICE

TELEFON

86 29 11 00
ÅBNINGTIDER
MAN-TORSDAG
KL. 7:30-16:00
FREDAG
KL. 7:30-14:00
Dorte D. Søndergaard
Kvalitetschef

Tlf. 51 77 10 72

Bitten Parsberg Overbye

Helene Holst-Hvitved

bitten.overbye@solina-group.dk

helene.holst.hvitved@solina-group.dk

Tlf. 87 47 17 37

Tlf. 87 93 26 50

dorte.sondergaard@solina-group.dk

Solina Denmark | retail@solina-group.dk | www.solina-retail.dk

